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Campaign Overview

STREET FIGHTER 
COMPETITION1

TARGETED EDITORIAL 
SUPPORT2

Identifying and acknowledging our enthusiastic and highly relevant audience for their 
core genres, Madman approached Kotaku to partner with their upcoming 2014 releases 
- Studio Ghibli Theatrical showcase, Attack-of-the-titans, Street Fighter: Assassins Fist, 
Bayonetta, The Wind Rises and Dragon Ball Z: Battle of the Gods.  

Being fully integrated within the Kotaku community, Editor Mark Serrels and the team 
pieced together an integrated partnership to connected with our highly engaged 
community, with Madman releases within the period.

Working alongside high impact display media and a tailored editorial piece, Kotaku
developed and executed a unique competition for the Street Fighter release, asking 
readers to create their own Street Fighter character with a signature move, for the 
chance to win a custom Street Fighter cabinet. The aim of the competition was to 
deliver high engagement and integration to extend beyond Madman’s campaign 
objectives.
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Street Fighter 
Competition
WIN A CUSTOM MADE STREET FIGHTER 
ARCADE CABINET THANKS TO MADMAN!

3 x Editorial Posts

Total Views

7,013

Average Dwell Time

02:55

Shares & Comments

490
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A few of the competition entry images…

The Kotaku community love being a part of competitions to win prizes they value such as a 
bespoke Street Fighter Cabinet! Complex entry mechanics never act as barriers to entry, instead 

they throw their all into creating incredibly high standard and detailed entries.
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Targeted Editorial

MY FIVE FAVOURITE STUDIO GHIBLI 
MOVIES

Total Views

3,401

Average Dwell Time

02:32

Shares & Comments

516
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Final Summary

21,37610,414 0.53%

Total page views on 3 
competition posts as 

well as 1 editorial piece

160%
Increased impressions 

on the targeted editorial 
piece

Minutes spent engaging 
with content

35% 
Above site average for 
the period on content 

dwell time

Average CTR on all 
takeover display 

elements

1,006
Shares & comments, 
well above expected 

interaction level

All elements of the 2014 Madman and Kotaku activity proved to do well with the Kotaku community. The targeted Studio Ghibli article 
received huge views and shares. Display media CTR was strong, and probably most successful element was the competition, achieving a 

high level of true quality entrants and huge volume of shares and comments proving how passionately involved Koptaku readers are with 
the right kind of competition and prize.
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